A fast, flexible gate mounting system. Mounts to Steel Posts 2 3/8”- 3”.
PRO-MOUNT ST INSTALLATION PARTS INCLUDED:
8 SECONDARY BRACKETS (A) 2 MAIN BRACKETS (B) 12 NUTS (C) 12 BOLTS (D)
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INSTALLATION FOR PRO-MOUNT ST GATE BRACKETS
Use 1 main bracket, 4 secondary brackets, 6 bolts and 6 nuts for assembly. Connect 4 secondary brackets to a main bracket (Shown in
Fig.1) with the bolts and nuts provided. On 4 of the bolts leave the nuts flush to the bolt end to allow flexibility while attaching to the post.
Leave the nuts off of the last 2 bolts until you are ready to secure it to the post.
Slide one bracket assembly onto each of the threaded hinge rods for your gate (Shown in Fig.2). Secure the bracket in the desired
position on the threaded hinge rod with the nuts that came with your gate. If possible hang your gate from a tractor loader or other lifting
device with a chain and choose a position for the gate. Choose a position on your post (Shown in Fig.3) and wrap the assembly around
the post by connecting both sets of secondary brackets together with a bolt (Shown in Fig.4). Hand tighten the nut to hold the bracket
assembly in place. Repeat steps for both threaded hinge rods on your gate. Once both Pro-Mount ST systems are secure on your post,
use a ratchet to tighten the bolts (Shown in Fig.5).
If you are not able to assemble the brackets on the threaded hinge rod of your gate (Shown in Fig.2), take the assembled brackets (Shown
in Fig.1) and attach them directly to the post by using the final bolt and nut. With the bracket assemblies lightly secured on the post
measure the distance between the hinges on the gate to determine the final position of the brackets. Place a nut that came with your
gate on the threaded rods and then with help from another person insert the threaded bolts into the tubes on the brackets and attach
the second nut and position the bracket assembly in the desired position on the threaded rod.
You can now adjust the bracket assemblies, one at a time by loosening one of the nuts and rotating them right or left and up and down
to hang your gate in the final desired position.
NOTE: These brackets can be attached on a post up to 3 ½” using six 2 ½” x 3/8 inch bolts (not included in this kit).

For a video tutorial of the installation go to our website at PROMOUNTGATESYSTEMS.COM
Questions or issues with assembly please contact us at 5hmfg.com or call 587-819-0599
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